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Environmental Mitigation Trust: An Opportunity for Transformation
Volkswagen (VW) perpetuated a fraud on the American people, deceiving consumers into
believing that they were getting the best possible combination of performance and sustainability.
But VW’s promises were nothing more than lies that significantly harmed our collective health
and the health of our environment. Yet, their deceit now represents a historic opportunity to
drastically reduce harmful pollution that makes us sick and destroys the planet, while also
providing an essential down payment toward the transition to a clean and modern 21st century
transportation system.
This future, however, is not assured.
There remains a real risk that these funds will be wasted on outdated and polluting technologies,
including those that rely on diesel and natural gas, while foregoing the transition to clean, allelectric vehicles (EVs) and supporting infrastructure. Indeed, of the numerous possible uses
outlined in the VW settlement, many allow for the replacement of older, dirty diesel technology
with new, still dirty, diesel technology, compressed natural gas (CNG) or diesel-electric hybrids.1
Relative to all-electric vehicles, diesel and natural gas produce significantly more tailpipe
nitrogen oxides (NOX) and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as well as more total emissions
over their lifecycle. In fact, in 2012, the International Agency for Research on Cancer classified
diesel engine exhaust as carcinogenic to humans based on evidence that exposure increased the
risk for lung cancer, highlighting the importance of transitioning away from diesel, in particular.2
Accordingly, investing in diesel and natural gas technologies with VW settlement funds would
represent a significant missed opportunity to accelerate the transformation to an all-electric,
clean-running transportation network that could help reduce illness, save lives and protect the
planet. The VW settlement3 clearly envisions and encourages such a use. For instance, the
Environmental Mitigation Trust (EMT), established under the VW settlement, can be used to
subsidize a 100 percent of the purchase of clean, all-electric buses for use in public transit
agencies throughout the country. Similarly, up to 15 percent of each state’s VW EMT funds may
also be invested in the acquisition, installation, operation and maintenance of electric vehicle
charging infrastructure, including along the states’ highways.4 Placing these publicly available
charging stations on government-owned property would allow the state to take advantage of the
100 percent subsidy provided under the VW settlement, while reducing key impediments to the
transition to an all-electric vehicle fleet.5
Given the structure of the VW settlement and its available uses, the overwhelming need to
reduce harmful emissions that make us sick and destroy the planet, along with the opportunity to
accelerate a market transformation toward an electrified transportation system, our report
recommends that the maximum allowable amount (15 percent) be invested in fast charging
electric vehicle infrastructure and the remaining amount (85 percent) be spent on new, allelectric transit buses to replace older, outdated diesel buses.
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Ensuring that the funds are used in this way has several distinct benefits including, but not
limited to:
•

Drastically reducing NOX, ground-level ozone (smog) and particulate matter to protect
our health and environment;

•

Significantly reducing CO2 and other greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions;

•

Reducing long-term fuel consumption, maintenance and operating costs of public fleet
vehicles;

•

Adding needed stability to the price of energy inputs for vehicles;

•

Increasing public awareness and adoption of EVs as cleaner alternatives to traditional
gas-powered vehicles.

Volkswagen’s Emissions Cheating
In 2014, researchers at West Virginia University discovered that Volkswagen Jettas and Passats
were emitting nitrogen oxides over the legal limit. Upon further investigation, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) discovered VW had installed “defeat devices” in some 567,000 “clean
diesel” cars in the United States to avoid emissions control laws. These cars, model years 2009 to
2016, were found to be illegally emitting NOX pollution, up to 40 times allowable U.S.
compliance levels in some cases.
In 2015, the EPA officially filed a complaint against VW, with other parties soon following suit.
The defeat devices installed use elaborate software to turn on emissions controls when a
vehicle’s emissions are tested, to ensure they meet clean air standards, and then turn them off
during regular driving.
Figure I. Impacted Models6
Volkswagen Beetle, Beetle
Convertible (2013-2015)
Volkswagen Gold (20102015)

Volkswagen Touareg (20092016)
Audi A6 Quattro (2014-2016)

Porsche Cayenne (2014-2016)

Volkswagen Golf Sport
Wagen (2015)

Audi A7 Quattro (2014-2016)

Audi Q5 (2014-2016)

Volkswagen Jetta, Jetta Sport
Wagen (2009-2014)

Audi A3 (2010-2013, 2015)

Audi Q7 (2009-2016)

Volkswagen Passat (20122015)
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Audi A8/A8L (2014-2016)

Volkswagen marketed these “clean diesel” cars to their customers as vehicles that could meet
clean air standards, while also maintaining high levels of fuel economy and performance.
Unfortunately, these vehicles were meeting the marketed fuel economy and performance
standards only by disabling the emissions controls, causing elevated levels of harmful emissions
to enter the environment.

Health and Environmental Impacts
NOX represents a family of seven compounds, of which NO2 is the most prevalent and the only
one regulated by the EPA. NO2 is largely produced from the oxidation of nitric oxide that occurs
in combustion engines, mostly from motor vehicles.7 According to a report from the World
Health Organization, NO2 concentrations so closely follow vehicle emissions that in many
situations, NO2 levels are a reasonable marker of exposure to traffic-related emissions.8
Reducing vehicle emissions has a direct impact on NOX emissions.
Unfortunately, nitrogen oxides pose a serious threat to human health. The EPA warns that,
“Breathing air with a high concentration of NOX can irritate airways in the human respiratory
system. Such exposures over short periods can aggravate respiratory diseases, particularly
asthma, leading to respiratory symptoms (such as coughing, wheezing, or difficulty breathing),
hospital admissions, and visits to the emergency room. Longer exposures to elevated
concentrations of NO2 may contribute to the development of asthma and potentially increase
susceptibility to [other] respiratory infections.”9 Even worse, NO2 emissions are particularly
dangerous for the most vulnerable among us. The EPA has concluded that, “People with asthma,
as well as children and the elderly, are generally at greater risk for the health effects of NO2.”10
In addition to direct health impacts, high concentrations of NOX also mix with volatile organic
compounds (VOC) to create ground-level ozone (smog), which has a negative impact on both
our health and the environment.11 Breathing smog can trigger various health issues, such as chest
pain, coughing, throat irritation and airway inflammation, while reducing lung functions and
harming lung tissue.12 NOX also contributes to acid rain, nutrient pollution in coastal waters, and
adds to fine particulate matter in the air.13 Particulate matter, which forms as a result of complex
reactions from chemicals such as nitrogen oxides and sulfur dioxide, can also have harmful
effects on heart and lung health.14
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Figure II: Percent of NOX Emissions by Sector in Pennsylvania, 201415

Mobile sources (on-road vehicles, off-road vehicles and equipment) account for 48.3 percent of
total NOX emissions in 2014, or almost half of all NOX emissions in the state.16 In 2014,
transportation accounted for 60.5 million metric tons of CO2 in the state, the same amount as
produced by 17 coal-fired power plants in one year.17 Taking steps to accelerate the
electrification of Pennsylvania’s transportation system is therefore a necessary part of any
emissions reduction plan and a critical component of building a 21st century transportation
network capable of meeting current and future challenges.

Partial Volkswagen Settlement – October 2016
When Volkswagen was caught systematically cheating on emissions tests, the U.S. Department
of Justice (DOJ) filed suit for violations of the Clean Air Act. On October 25, 2016, the company
and the DOJ reached a partial settlement on 2.0-liter vehicles, covering about 475,000 cars,
which was then approved by U.S. District Court Judge Charles Breyer in San Francisco.18 The
settlement allocates $10 billion in available compensation for owners of noncompliant
Volkswagens and $4.7 billion for use in environmental mitigation actions.19
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Figure III. 2.0-Liter Noncompliant Vehicles20
Volkswagen Beetle, Beetle
Convertible (2013-2015)

Volkswagen Golf (2010-2015)

Volkswagen Golf Sport
Wagen (2015)

Volkswagen Jetta, Jetta Sport
Wagen (2009-2014)

Audi A3 (2010-2013, 2015)

Volkswagen Passat (20122015)

Pursuant to the settlement, the $4.7 billion available for environmental mitigation actions will be
split into two funds:
1. $2.7 billion for an Environmental Mitigation Trust (EMT), designed to support programs
and actions that reduce NOX emissions. These funds will be allocated to each state via a
formula, based on how many eligible VW cars were registered in the state at the time of
the settlement. The funds can be used in a number of ways detailed in the VW settlement,
leaving open the possibility of squandering this opportunity to truly lower NOX emissions
and transform the transportation sector for years to come.
2. $2 billion for a Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Fund, of which $800 million is specifically
earmarked for use in California to be distributed in equal 30-month installments of $200
million. The remaining $1.2 billion is for use in the rest of the country and will also be
distributed in 30-month installments over the next 10 years. Investments will be proposed
by VW and reviewed by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) for Californiarelated projects and the EPA for all others.

How Does Pennsylvania Get its Share of Funding?
Pursuant to the VW settlement, the Environmental Mitigation Trust is distributed to each state
via a formula based on how many noncompliant diesel cars were registered in that state. Each
state may decide how to allocate their funds in order to “reduce emissions of NOX where the 2.0liter vehicles were, are, or will be operated.”21
Figure IV. Environmental Mitigation Funds: Pennsylvania and Neighboring States22
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Pennsylvania

$110.7 million

New York

$117.4 million

New Jersey

$65.3 million

Delaware

$9.0 million

Maryland

$71.0 million

Ohio

$71.4 million

It will be up to the governor in each state to designate a lead agency to manage the funds. This is
achieved by submitting a Beneficiary Certification Form and must be done within the first 60
days following the Environmental Mitigation Trust Effective Date, which is expected to be in
January 2017.23 The beneficiary agency will then have 90 days after being deemed a Beneficiary
to submit and make public a Beneficiary Mitigation Plan describing how the state would spend
its EMT funds.24 Beneficiaries can expect to have access to trust funds within about six months
of the Trust Effective Date and can plan to spend those funds over no less than three years and
no more than 10 years.25
Figure V. Environmental Mitigation Trust Timeline

The Case for Electrifying Pennsylvania’s Highways
The VW settlement is a unique opportunity for Pennsylvania to increase the adoption of electric
vehicles by making them more accessible and practical for trips anywhere in the state. Doing so
has substantial economic, health and environmental benefits, including assisting in the reduction
of GHG emissions and air pollution. In 2015, the Natural Resources Defense Council and the
Electric Power Research Institute reported that switching 53 percent of U.S. vehicles to electric
by 2050 would reduce GHG emissions from transportation by 52 to 60 percent.26
Yet, it is essential to provide consumers with the required infrastructure to support electric
vehicle adoption. The best way to do this is through the use of fast chargers, which can fully
charge a vehicle in fewer than 30 minutes. Such chargers are ideal for high-traffic commercial
locations, gas stations, or along major transportation corridors, such as highways. In contrast,
slow chargers are better suited for charging at home or work.
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Not surprisingly, consumers have strong preferences for what kind of chargers they would like to
see. A survey by NRG eVgo, a leading charge provider, found that drivers preferred fast
charging 12-to-1 over Level 2 slow charging when both options were available at one site.27
However, according to the U.S. Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT), only about 53 of the
approximately 291 publicly available charging stations in the state, or about 18 percent, are fast
charging stations. Given these advantages, the lack of substantial charging infrastructure and the
need for greater adoption of electric vehicles, funds invested in charging stations should focus on
providing a fast charge along high-traffic corridors.

Reducing Range Anxiety
Even though most daily trips are easily within the current range of an EV, many people want
assurances that they can take longer trips with their vehicle. In fact, one of the biggest challenges
to electric vehicle adoption in Pennsylvania and the U.S. is the lack of charging infrastructure.
According to the U.S. Department of Energy’s Alternative Fueling Station Locator, there are
only 1,981 publicly available fast charging stations in the entire country, or one fast charger for
every 393 miles of state highway.28 This failure creates apprehension on behalf of consumers in a
phenomenon known as range anxiety, one of the biggest impediments to widespread adoption of
electric vehicles.
There is strong evidence that increased investment in charging infrastructure leads to greater
adoption of EVs. A 2016 study from Cornell University found that a 10 percent increase in
charging stations leads to an 11 percent increase in EV sales.29 Another analysis by the
International Council for Clean Transportation also found a strong correlation between public
charging infrastructure density and EV uptake.30

Creating Economic Savings
Owning an electric vehicle, including the initial purchase of the car, saves consumers money
over time, mainly due to decreased fuel and maintenance costs. According to the U.S.
Department of Energy, “on average, it costs about half as much to drive an electric vehicle” in
terms of cost-per-gallon of gasoline versus the cost-per-gallon equivalent of electricity.31 As of
December 31, 2016, when prices were an average of $2.31 per gallon of gasoline, the gallon
equivalent of electricity only cost $1.16.32
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Figure VI: Annual Fuel-related Savings33

At recent prices, assuming a consumer drives their vehicle 15,000 miles a year,34 those owning
EVs would spend only about $540 per year to charge their car.35 In comparison, the owner of a
gasoline-powered vehicle would spend $1,238 in fuel, more than twice as much as the EV
owner.36 If gas prices rose to $3.09 per gallon, representing the average price of gasoline
nationwide over the last five years, the gas-powered car owner would spend $1,655 on gas yearly
while the EV owner would save over $1,100 annually.37 When prices reached their highest point
in the last five years, about $3.68 per gallon, gasoline-powered vehicle owners were spending
about $1,970 on fuel, while EV owners were saving $1,430 comparatively.38 While gas prices
are unpredictable and can fluctuate wildly, electricity prices remain stable over time and give EV
owners the added bonus of being able to calculate their long-term input costs.
In addition to fuel savings, consumers can also save on yearly maintenance costs when they
switch to an EV. In a recent study, electric vehicles saved the average driver about 46 percent in
annual maintenance costs.39 Given that the average yearly maintenance cost of a car is $766.50 a
year, these savings equate to over $350 a year per consumer.40 Taken together with the fuel
savings, the total combined yearly economic savings would be between $1,050 and $1,782,
depending on current gas prices.41 Those savings amount to as much as six percent of median per
capita income in the U.S.42
Critics of electric vehicles frequently point to their higher upfront costs. However, the average
price of an electric vehicle has dramatically decreased in recent years due to lower battery costs
and increased competition between car manufacturers. In fact, since 2010, the global average
cost of an electric car battery fell from $1,000 per kWh to $350 per kWh, a 65 percent decrease
in price.43 Today, a consumer can purchase a new all-electric vehicle for as little as $23,000.44
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Moreover, almost all electric cars are eligible for a federal tax credit of $7,500 that can be used
to further decrease initial costs.45

Emission Reductions
Electric vehicles are cleaner than traditional gas-powered vehicles, especially when lifecycle
emissions are considered.46 According to the “Model Year 2016 Fuel Economy Guide,” the
average vehicle releases seven to nine tons of GHG emissions per year, most of it in the form of
CO2.47 It would take between 6.6 and 8.5 acres of U.S. forest, or between five and seven football
fields worth of forest, one year to sequester the CO2 emitted by one car in one year.48
On the dirtiest regional electric grid in the U.S., EVs produce the same global warming
emissions as a 35-mpg gasoline car – almost 15 miles per gallon better than the current fleet mix
(21.4-mpg), which represents the average mpg of light duty vehicles currently on the road.49
Meanwhile on the cleanest grid, electric vehicles emit lower global warming emissions than 85mpg gasoline cars, roughly four times the current fleet mix.50
Moreover, unlike gas-powered cars, EVs already on the road will become cleaner over time as
the electric grid draws less power from coal and other fossil fuels and more from renewable
resources. Already, between 2009 and 2012, emissions from charging an electric vehicle
decreased in 76 percent of the U.S. as a result of cleaner electricity grids and more efficient
EVs.51
Figure VII: CO2 Equivalents Lifecycle Comparison52
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According to a lifecycle analysis of emissions by vehicle type, a gasoline-powered vehicle
produces almost twice as much in CO2 equivalent emissions compared to an all-electric vehicle.
While the electric car produced only 31,821 kilos CO2 equivalents, the gas-powered car
produced 62,866 kilos CO2 equivalents or about twice as much.53 In terms of pollution, the extra
emissions from the gas-powered car over its lifecycle would take 805 trees seedlings 10 years of
growing time to sequester.54 Emissions are drastically higher for the gas-powered vehicle
because of the emissions produced from the production, refining and combustion of gasoline as
compared to the cleaner nature of electricity production and the lack of tailpipe emissions from
EVs.

Saving on Energy Use
Over their lifecycle, EVs also use less energy overall, compared to gasoline-powered and hybrid
vehicles.55 Becoming more energy efficient is a key part of lowering emissions and creating
long-term cost savings for consumers and entire communities.
Figure VIII: Energy Input Requirements Lifecycle Comparison56

According to an analysis from the University of California Los Angeles, over their lifecycle,
including vehicle part and battery/engine manufacturing, transportation, use and disposal, a
gasoline-powered vehicle uses the most energy at 858,145 MJ followed by a hybrid vehicle at
564,251 MJ of energy.57 An electric vehicle uses by far the least energy at 506,988 MJ, or 41
percent less than the gas-powered vehicle.58
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Improving Pennsylvania’s Existing Charging Infrastructure
Recently, the federal government came out with a plan for electric charging corridors throughout
the country. This included new signage designating areas with charging stations, similar to how
we currently sign gasoline stations on highways, that were publicly available with EV charging
stations within five miles of the highway.59 As part of the effort to build out charging
infrastructure on national highways, fast chargers have been installed in parts of Pennsylvania,
with a focus on the Pennsylvania Turnpike and along heavy traffic highways in Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh.60

How Much Progress Can We Make with VW Settlement Funds?
Assuming Pennsylvania invests the maximum allowable amount of EMT funds in EV charging
stations, the state could spend $16.6 million on electrifying its highway system. This would be a
significant down payment toward electrifying the state’s transportation network, easing range
anxiety, increasing the public awareness of electric vehicles, and ultimately accelerating market
transformation.
A 2014 survey by the Rocky Mountain Institute placed the real price of each new fast charge
station between $50,000 and $100,000.61 Both standard fast charging options, CHAdeMO and
Combined Charge System (CCS), can be provided at the same charging station and will allow all
EV owners to charge while on the road, much like a regular gas stop for conventional gasolinepowered vehicles.62
At these prices and with the $16.6 million in EMT funds, Pennsylvania could provide between
166 and 332 additional fast charging stations.63 This would be a significant improvement to the
state’s current network of about 53 fast charging stations. If one of these stations were placed
every 50 miles in Pennsylvania, it would be enough to cover between 8,300 to 16,600 additional
miles of roadway. As of 2011, Pennsylvania had 39,792 miles of road owned by the state
highway agency, meaning that the EMT funds could be used to equip between 21 and 42 percent
of the state’s highway network.64

The Case for Electrifying Public Transit Buses
Investing 15 percent of the available EMT funds in EV charging infrastructure still leaves
Pennsylvania with approximately $94.1 million for additional investments. Under the terms of
the VW settlement, there are a number of ways these funds may be allocated. Yet, not all
allowable uses are created equal. Spending Pennsylvania’s share of the remaining funds on new
diesel technology, compressed natural gas or diesel-electric hybrids would represent a critical
misstep that will move us further away from achieving several essential goals. These goals
include reducing pollution, costs and fuel consumption; increasing public awareness of the
benefits of electrification; achieving market transformation; and addressing the needs of a broad
and diverse set of consumers.
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Why Transit Buses?
Bus transit accounts for the largest percentage of public transportation trips and total passenger
miles. Nationally, bus trips represent 48.7 percent, or 5.19 billion, of all unlinked passenger trips,
1.37 billion more than its closest competitor, heavy rail.65 Bus trips also account for the greatest
number of total vehicle miles (VMT), 2.2 billion miles, or 41 percent of total transit VMT.66
Each year, millions of people rely on transit buses to get to school, work and for recreation. For
those that rely heavily on transit buses (particularly daily commuters), this can mean nearly a
dozen instances of exposure to toxic fumes each week. These ramifications are especially hard
felt by the most economically vulnerable consumers and extend to a broad swathe of the
populace, including those who may not live in urban centers, but rely on buses for travel, making
the consequences geographically diverse. Because transit buses are used in rural, suburban and
urban areas, they represent the best opportunity to increase consumer awareness of the benefits
of transforming the transportation system to electric. Given this, electrifying public bus fleets is
likely to offer the most comprehensive and consequential pollution reduction benefits and the
greatest opportunity for public visibility and market transformation.67
To accompany the purchase of electric buses, transit agencies would also invest some EMT
funds in chargers for their new electric buses.68 Public transit buses lend themselves well to
planning electric charging stations because they follow fixed itineraries and often have
intersecting routes over the course of a day. Charging stations for buses could be planned at
depots and common intersection points where buses cross, easily allowing electric buses to travel
the full length of their routes throughout the day. The installation of electric bus charging
infrastructure now will also facilitate the future adoption of additional buses for transit agencies
in the state.

Reducing Exposure to Pollution
Nationally, more than 45 million people in the U.S. live, work or attend school within 300 feet of
a major road, airport or railroad and are therefore exposed to elevated levels of air pollution on
an almost constant basis.69 While all individuals would benefit from reduced pollution, riders
who regularly take public transit, those that find themselves in compact urban areas and those
that live close to major transit hubs would especially benefit from buses that do not contribute to
air pollution while idling or in transit. Neither diesel nor CNG buses lead down that better path.
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Figure IX. Annual Tailpipe Emissions by Bus Type70

Figure X. Annual Tailpipe NOX Emissions by Bus Type71

Compared to CNG, diesel and diesel-electric hybrids, all-electric buses produce no tailpipe
emissions. CNG and diesel buses, however, both produce over 120,000 kilos of GHG emissions
annually, which is equal to the CO2 emissions from about 1.8 tanker trucks worth of gasoline.72
In terms of NOX emissions, CNG buses emit appoximately 107 kilos of NOX annually, more than
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four times as much as a diesel bus.73 The lack of tailpipe emissions from electric buses helps
improve air quality on roads and near bus transit passengers, allowing people to breathe cleaner
air on their daily commutes and other travels.
According to the U.S. DOT, switching from a diesel bus to an electric bus eliminates 10 tons of
nitrogen oxides over a 12-year lifecycle, as well as 1,690 tons of CO2 and 158 kilos of diesel
particulate matter from the air.74 Diesel and CNG buses emit very similar levels of CO2 from
their tailpipes, because while CNG has lower carbon content, the emissions reduction is offset by
the higher average fuel economy of diesel buses.75 In terms of CO2 reduction over a 12-year
lifecycle, switching one diesel bus to electric is equivalent to keeping 30 gas-powered cars off
the road for 12 years.76

Increasing Cost Savings
Over their lifecycle, electric buses also lower expenditures for transit agencies. A recent
Columbia University analysis for New York City Transit calculated that the all-in cost of transit
buses – from the upfront bus procurement cost to lifetime fuel and maintenance costs – for
electric buses is around $1,180,000. In comparison, diesel have a lifetime cost of $1,348,000,
$168,000 more per bus over their 12 years of use.77
Figure XI: Lifetime Cost of Diesel vs. Electric Bus78

Even with higher initial purchase prices, electric buses are cheaper over their lifecycle due to
large maintenance and fuel cost savings. Electric bus manufacturers claim large savings in
maintenance costs year-over-year for all electric buses in comparison to conventional diesel
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buses. Proterra, an American electric bus manufacturer, estimates at least $135,000 in
maintenance cost savings over the lifetime of a bus.79
As an added benefit, switching to all-electric vehicles will allow transportation agencies to
accurately predict the future cost of energy inputs for their vehicles. Unlike diesel and natural
gas, electricity prices do not fluctuate on international markets and are therefore much easier to
predict into the future. This will allow agencies to better estimate future costs and determine with
more precision their expenditures and revenue flows leading to better investment planning in the
long-term.
Transit agencies that have started adopting electric buses, such as Albuquerque Rapid Transit
and Dallas Area Rapid Transit, have realized substantial operational and maintenance cost
savings compared to conventional buses. In Worcester, Mass., the transit agency has six fully
operational electric buses and it is expecting the buses to cut operating costs by nearly $3 million
over 12 years.80 In Eugene, Ore., the Lane Transit Districts expects electric buses will cost
$300,000 less to operate compared to a hybrid diesel-electric model during the 12-year life of the
bus.81

Increasing Energy Efficiency
While VW settlement funds can be used to invest in newer diesel and compressed natural gas
buses, these technologies represent a misstep away from a cleaner transportation system. A 2016
report from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory found that electric buses can be nearly
four times more fuel-efficient than comparable CNG buses.82 The report found that electric buses
got about 17.48 miles per diesel-gallon-equivalent, while CNG buses were only at 4.51 miles per
diesel-gallon-equivalent.83

Pennsylvania’s Down Payment on a Clean Transit System
Assuming an initial cost of $800,000 for an electric bus, Pennsylvania’s share of the EMT funds
could purchase about 117 electric buses to replace existing diesel buses.84 This would eliminate
197,730 tons of carbon dioxide and 18,486 kilos of diesel particulate matter from the air over
their lifecycle.85 In terms of CO2 reductions, this is equivalent to keeping 3,500 cars off the road
for 12 years. These significant emissions reductions would help Pennsylvania lower air pollution,
allowing residents to breathe less polluted air in both the short and long term.
In terms of cost savings, these new electric buses could save Pennsylvania’s transit agencies
about $19.6 million over their 12 years of use.86 Such savings would allow these agencies to
invest in more electric buses over time, further increasing progress toward full electrification of
the transit system and transportation sector.
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How Recommended VW Settlement Investment Complement State’s Existing
Clean Air Goals
In the past few years, the state of Pennsylvania has made noticeable efforts to improve air quality
and meet federal standards for ozone pollution. Since 2004 when the EPA designated 37 counties
in the state as nonattainment for eight-hour ozone standards, programs aimed at decreasing NOX
emissions from the state’s electric and transportation sectors have helped make significant
improvements in air quality.87 Still, Pittsburgh and Philadelphia experience high levels of ozone
pollution compared to other parts of the country.88
Taken together, statewide adoption of the recommendations in this report will further
Pennsylvania’s existing pollution reduction strategies. By powering vehicles with electricity
instead of gasoline, Pennsylvania could drastically reduce emissions from its transportation
sector, especially as the state’s electric grid is increasingly powered by renewable sources.
Indeed, Pennsylvania’s Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards requires that renewable sources
represent 18 percent of the state’s electricity in 2021, a noteworthy improvement from the
current four percent.89

Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Fund
In addition to the EMT funds, Volkswagen will also have to commit $2 billion to a Zero
Emission Vehicle fund. Of this, $800 million will go to California and $1.2 billion to the rest of
the country. This is intended to promote the development and use of clean vehicle technologies.
The current framework sets out that VW must propose the investments and the EPA must review
and accept the plans for these funds before VW can move forward with them. Volkswagen
Group of America recently announced it would focus ZEV fund investments in EV charging
infrastructure and increasing awareness and fostering education of EVs.90
Pennsylvania and neighboring states should immediately identify ways to maximize the
likelihood of significant, well-targeted investments that further expand electric vehicle
infrastructure and sales across the region and aggressively pursue these objectives, working
together to leverage additional funds. To do this, the state should submit a proposal for ZEV fund
use and cooperate with other states to ensure the final plan best accomplishes the vision of
increasing EV sales throughout the state and country.

Conclusion
Volkswagen’s systematic emissions cheating resulted in 567,000 Americans purchasing a “clean
diesel” vehicle that emitted NOX pollution at up to 40 times the legal limit. Thankfully, VW was
caught and the recently announced settlement is one way the company is being held accountable.
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Pennsylvania has no way of clawing back the unnecessary and damaging pollution that spewed
into its air because of Volkswagen’s defeat devices. Therefore, we need to ensure that any
money VW pays in settlements is invested in moving the transportation system toward a cleaner
and cheaper future. Focusing this investment in electrification significantly reduces pollution
from vehicles now and in the future, leading to a market transformation toward a zero-emission
transportation system.
Pennsylvania is expected to receive $110.7 million from the Environment Mitigation Trust,
which the state can invest over the next three to 10 years. Pennsylvania should invest 15 percent
of that money to build out an electric vehicle charging station grid along its highways and the
rest should be invested to replace older diesel buses with electric buses in the state’s transit
system.
In addition, Pennsylvania should actively compete for additional funds from the $1.2 billion
available in the Zero Emission Vehicle Fund, working with neighboring states if that leverages
additional money.
This approach will maximize the long-term benefits to Pennsylvania’s air quality and create a
fundamental market transformation towards electrifying transportation, leading us to a zero
emissions future and furthering tipping the scale toward a cleaner, electrified transportation
system.
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